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Welcome back to a new year! Health Sciences Research Commons is GW's repository of scholarship from the Schools of Medicine and Health Sciences, Nursing and the Milken Institute School of Public Health. The Research Commons is a permanent digital archive that stores your scholarship in perpetuity.

Here are some reasons you should submit your work to the Research Commons.

Visibility: Maximize the visibility of your work to a world audience.
Google Scholar: Records are searchable in Google Scholar
Analytics: Captures metrics to show number of downloads and social media activity.
Scholarly Output: Allows you to submit your scholarly works in any format

It’s especially useful to provide a digital home for non-traditional scholarly materials. Below is a list of traditional and non-traditional materials we accept:

» Preprints of journal articles*  » Teaching materials
» Conference posters  » Capstone projects
» Technical papers  » Congressional testimonies
» Presentations  » Audiovisual material

*As permitted by copyright; ask hsrc@gwu.edu or check the SHERPA/RoMEO database of publisher policies to see if your journal allows self-archiving.

SUBMIT: Archiving your scholarship is easy! Just email a copy of your work and the signed HSRC author agreement form to hsrc@gwu.edu. You’ll then receive a new persistent URL where you can access your work, share on social media, link to your C.V., and more!

Map representing the School of Medicine and Health Science, Milken Institute School of Public Health or School of Nursing downloads (January 2017- Present).
Go [here](https://himmelfarb.gwu.edu/liaison/2018/liaison_jan2018.html) to view the map downloads. (Use the Filters menu to select your department).

**Tip of the Month**

**Research Video Collection**

Need to provide your students with research help? Himmelfarb has created a series of short research videos with skills and tips to help students and researchers conduct an effective literature review. Go [here](https://himmelfarb.gwu.edu/liaison/2018/liaison_jan2018.html) to browse the collection.